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e-Table 3: Systematic reviews of antipsychotic agents (unabridged)*

Trial Focus of review
Study design
and diagnoses Outcome measures Main results (95% CI) and comments

Leucht et al,
1999 23

N = 21
n = 7245

Compare efficacy
and EPS: MAs (e.g.,
OLZ, QTP, RSP) v.
HAL (8–20 mg/d)

RCTs (3–12 wk) of
schizophrenia or
related disorders

Changes in global
symptom scores
(BPRS) and negative
symptoms; any use
of antiparkinson
drugs; dropout for
treatment failure;
dropout for adverse
effects

Global symptom scores‡ (r†)
OLZ:    0.1 (0.06 to 0.14)
QTP:    0.0 (–0.11 to 0.11)
RSP:    0.11 (0.05 to 0.17)
Negative symptoms‡ (r†)
OLZ:    0.1 (0.06 to 0.14)
QTP:  –0.11 (–0.22 to 0.0)
RSP:    0.07 (0.01 to 0.13)
Antiparkinson drug use‡ (r†)
OLZ:    0.34 (0.29 to 0.37)
QTP:    0.39 (0.32 to 0.45)
RSP:    0.16 (0.10 to 0.23)
Dropout for treatment failure‡ (r†)
OLZ:    0.1    (0.06 to 0.14)
QTP:  –0.03 (–0.17 to 0.11)
RSP:    0.08   (0.01 to 0.15)
Dropout for adverse effects‡ (r†)
OLZ:    0.07 (0.03 to 0.11)
QTP:    0.2 (0.07 to 0.33)
RSP:    0.05 (–0.03 to 0.12)

Minor benefits in global
efficacy and negative
symptoms with OLZ and
RSP. Less antiparkinson
drug use with MAs.
Fewer dropouts for
treatment failure with
RSP, or for adverse
effects with QTP and OLZ

Geddes et al,
2000 22

N = 52
n = 12 649

Compare efficacy
and dropout rates:
MAs (CLZ, OLZ,
QTP, RSP) v. CAs

RCTs (3–104 wk,
median 6.5 wk) of
schizophrenia or
related disorders

Change in global
symptom scores
(BPRS or PANSS);
tolerability (overall
dropouts)

Global symptom scores (ES)
CLZ:   –0.68 (–0.82 to –0.55)
OLZ:   –0.22 (–0.3 to –0.14)
QTP:   –0.03 (–0.23 to 0.18)
RSP:   –0.16 (–0.47 to 0.16)
Tolerability (OR)
CLZ:   0.69 (0.45 to 1.19)
OLZ:   0.63 (0.4 to 1.17)
QTP:   0.70 (0.46 to 1.06)
RSP:   0.62 (0.31 to 1.34)

Superior symptom
improvement with CLZ
(moderate) and less with
OLZ (small). No
significant differences in
dropout rates between
groups

Chakos et al,
2001 28

N = 12
n = 1916

Compare efficacy:
MAs (CLZ, OLZ,
RSP) v. CAs (10
trials) or other MAs
(2 trials)

RCTs (6–104 wk,
median 8 wk) of
treatment-resistant
schizophrenia or
schizoaffective
disorder

Response rate;
change in EPS scores;
symptomatic
improvement

Response rate (OR)
CLZ v. CAs:  2.4 (p = 0.001)
OLZ v. CAs:  1.7 (p = 0.005)
Symptom scores (ES)
CLZ v. CAs:  0.48
Symptomatic improvement, %
CLZ:  19
OLZ:  13
RSP:  20
CAs:    9

Response rates higher
with CLZ and OLZ than
with CAs

Wahlbeck et al,
2001 26

N = 163
n = 18 585

Compare dropouts:
MAs vs. CAs vs.
PBO

RCTs of
schizophrenia
(Cochrane data)

Dropout for any
reason

In regression model (ANOVA), the publication year, type of
drug and length of trial influenced dropout rates. MAs were
associated with fewer dropouts than were CAs only when
CLZ trials were included (p  = 0.024); otherwise difference
was not significant (p = 0.24)

Leucht et al,
2003 24

N = 31
n = 2320

Compare EPS risk:
MAs v. low-potency
CAs

RCTs (4–52 wk,
median 6  wk) of
schizophrenia or
related disorders

EPS; antiparkinson
drug use

EPS (RD)
AMS:    0.0 (–0.29 to 0.29)
CLZ:   –0.15 (–0.26 to –0.04)
OLZ:   –0.15 (–0.31 to 0.0)
QTP:     0.03 (–0.07 to 0.13)
RSP:   –0.10 (–0.3 to 0.11)
Antiparkinson drug use (RD)
AMS:    0.13 (–0.18 to 0.45)
CLZ:   –0.26 (–0.54 to 0.01)
OLZ:   NA
QTP:   –0.05 (–0.14 to 0.04)
RSP:     0.1 (–0.14 to 0.33)

EPS less frequent with CLZ
and OLZ. No significant
differences in
antiparkinson drug use
between groups
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Leucht et al,
2003 25

N = 11
n = 2032

Compare relapse,
treatment failure
and dropout rates
due to adverse
events: MAs v. HAL
(median 13 mg/d in
10 of 11 trials) or
other CAs

RCTs (22–130 wk,
median 52 wk) of
schizophrenia or
related disorders

Relapse rate; overall
treatment failure (all
relapses or
dropouts); dropout
for adverse events

Relapse rate (RD)
AMS: –0.12 (–0.33 to 0.09)
CLZ:  –0.08 (–0.19 to 0.04)
OLZ:  –0.05 (–0.11 to 0.01)
RSP:  –0.1 (–0.18 to –0.02)
Treatment failure (RD)
AMS:  –0.07 (–0.18 to 0.05)
CLZ:  –0.0 (–0.31 to 0.32)
OLZ:  –0.08 (–0.17 to 0.0)
RSP:  –0.21 (–0.28 to –0.13)
Adverse events (RD)
AMS:  –0.06 (–0.23 to 0.11)
CLZ:    0.09 (–0.11 to 0.29)
OLZ:  –0.02 (–0.08 to 0.03)
RSP:  –0.01 (–0.07 to 0.05)

Relapse and treatment
failure rates reduced
with RSP. Marginal
difference in treatment
failures but not relapses
with OLZ. Rate of relapse
and treatment failure not
different for AMS or CLZ.
No superiority for any
MA in dropouts due to
adverse events

Davis et al,
2003 27

N = 124
n = 18 272

Compare efficacy:
MAs (e.g., AMS,
APZ, CLZ, OLZ,
QTP, RSP, ZPS) v.
CAs

RCTs (16/124
≥ 26  wk) of
schizophrenia or
schizoaffective
disorder; mean of
1827 patients per
treatment group
(range 560 [APZ] to
3799 [RSP])

Change in global
symptom scores
(BPRS, PANSS or
CGI)

Symptoms (ES)
AMS:   0.29 (0.16 to 0.41)
APZ:    0.0 (–0.39 to 0.38)
CLZ:    0.49 (0.32 to 0.67)
OLZ:    0.21 (0.14 to 0.48)
QTP:  –0.01 (–0.17 to 0.16)
RSP:    0.25 (0.18 to 0.33)
ZPS:  –0.04 (–0.15 to 0.08)
OLZ v. RSP§ 0.1 (–0.06 to 0.26)

By order of effect size,
differences in symptom
improvement favoured
CLZ > AMS > RSP >
OLZ. No advantages for
APZ, QTP or ZPS

Correll et al,
2004 29

N = 11
(3 trials blind,
8  trials open)
 n = 3248

Assess risk of
tardive dyskinesia:
MAs v. HAL

Follow-up studies
(≥ 1 yr) of
schizophrenia or
related disorders;
mean of 464
patients per
treatment group
(range 71 [placebo]
to 1235 [RSP])

Annual incidence of
tardive dyskinesia

Incidence, %
MAs overall:  2.1
MAs in adults:  0.8
MAs in patients > 54 yr:  5.3
HAL:  5.4

Tardive dyskinesia less
frequent with MAs than
with HAL

Note: AMS = amisulpiride, ANOVA = analysis of variance, APZ = aripiprazole, BPRS = Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale, CA = conventional antipsychotic
agent, CGI = Clinical Global Impression scale, CI = confidence interval, CLZ = clozapine, EPS = extrapyramidal symptoms, ES = effect size
(standardized weighted mean difference; see http://web.uccs.edu/lbecker/Psy590/es.htm), HAL = haloperidol, MA = modern (atypical) antipsychotic
agent, N = trials, n = subjects, OLZ = olanzapine, OR = odds ratio, PANSS = P ositive and Negative Syndrome Scale, QTP = quetiapine, RCTs =
randomized controlled trials, RD = risk difference (difference between groups by subtracting measured rate [%] of the outcome in one group from rate
in the other group [%]), RSP = risperidone, STL = sertindole, ZPS = ziprasidone.
*A shorter, abridged version of this table appeared in print (CMAJ 2005;172[13]:1703-11).
†Effect size shown as Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) to estimate mean percent-difference in treatment effects; data extracted from sensitivity
analysis reported (see Table 2 of reference 23).
‡From sensitivity analysis excluding sub- and supratherapeutic doses of MAs. Sensitivity analysis for different doses of HAL not reported.23

§Various pairs of MAs were compared. Clozapine doses probably were too low in most studies, preventing valid comparisons.


